INNOVATION

DURABILITY

STYLE

As one of the largest manufacturers of building materials in North America, KP Building Products is
renowned for offering a vast array of innovative industry-leading products.
We work hard to develop products that deliver performance and style and ensure customer satisfaction
with a lifetime limited warranty.
Read our full warranty for details. They are available from any KP distributor or on our website
at www.KPproducts.com

TrimFX® Decorative
Vinyl Trims

Vinyl Accents

Soffits

Aluminium
Trims & Accessories

Now in Easy-Care Exteriors

(Colors shown are mechanically reproduced. For accuracy please see actual product sample.)
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Take a Stand Against
the Elements with
W W W. K P P R O D U C T S . C O M

Exceptional FEATURES and BENEFITS
Dakota’s proprietary blend of premium vinyl compounds, rugged construction and the best UV inhibitors in the
industry ensure it can handle anything the elements bring. Built to last, our exceptional product is carefully
designed and manufactured to give you the best performance possible.

Cyclone System™ Nail Hem
Our strong nail hem provides rigidity and wind
resistance up to 181 mph.

SpectraSheild Technology
™

Intense heat from the sun’s rays can take a toll on the exterior of your home. This can
cause panels to distort and fade. Darker colors present an even a bigger challenge
because they absorb more of the sun’s damaging rays. SpectraSheild™ combines
two advanced technologies:

Ultra-Vinyl™ UV Technology
Premium vinyl compounds and UV inhibitors are used
to protect against sun damage and fading.

- Advanced protection against heat distortion
- Advanced protection against fading
Self-aligning Locking System

SpectraShield™ thermal diffusion agents disperse the sun’s intense heat to resist
distortion and fading, keeping your house looking beautiful year after year, decade
after decade.

Our panels snap together with ease while allowing for
flexibility in positioning during installation.

Bountiful COLOR

Dakota Colors: .042” Panel Thickness

When you begin to pair these beautiful colors with Trim, Soffit and the accessories available from KP Building
Products, a style truly your own will emerge.

Dakota Plus Colors: .046” Panel Thickness

Dakota

Where our competitors cut corners, we deliver optimal
thickness for impact resistance and strength.

.042” panel thickness

Low Gloss Rough Cedar Texture

White

Classic Linen

Heritage Gray

Slate

To the eye and to the fingertips, our cedar wood texture
is as close to real wood as you can get.

Blue Mist

Profiles with BACKBONE
Prairie Wheat

Almond

Cameo

Bisque

(D5 and D5D only)

(D4 and D5D only)

Tan

Cobblestone Wicker

Sandstone

Clay

Dakota brings it’s impenetrable strength to four profiles. Each and every panel hangs straight and true to give
any style home the distinctive look of freshly painted wood.

Khaki

Sage

Dakota Plus
.046” panel thickness

Mystic Blue

Terra Brown

Canyon Red

Castlemore

Double 4”

Double 4” Dutchlap

Double 5” Dutchlap

